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Miettinen and Nurminen (1985) developed interval estimation methods for a comparative 
analysis of two binomial proportions for application in epidemiology and medical research.  
The MN method, as it has become known in the biometric literature, has been theoretically 
and empirically demonstrated to possess desirable statistical properties. A recent article by 
Santner et al (2007) asserted that the MN likelihood-based interval for a difference of two 
unpaired proportions may have inadequate coverage.  
 
We re-visit the properties of likelihood-based intervals for proportions and their differences. 
Published results indicate that these methods produce a mean coverage probability slightly 
above the nominal confidence level. We argue (Newcombe and Nurminen, 2011) that it is 
appropriate to align the mean rather than the minimum coverage with the nominal one, 
based on a moving average over an interval of parameter values which represents a 
reasonable expression of prior uncertainty. We will show under various simulation scenarios 
that the poor coverage properties claimed by Santner et al. actually relate to an ostensibly 
similar but in fact inferior version of the method (Mee, 1984).  
 
In conclusion, likelihood-based intervals, including the MN method, have gained a well-
deserved place as appropriate tools for useful application in epidemiologic and medical 
research practice. We call for a wider availability of these procedures in statistical software, 
including StatXact (2007), based on a correct test statistic that employs the unbiased 
estimator of variance in the MN interval method. 
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